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  The objects that surround us
are a reflection of our priorities.

Our priorities reflect our character.

We reject disposability and believe
that quality is more than a slogan.

 



Skram was established in 2001 in North Carolina, U.S.A. 

enduring design and fine workmanship are inextricable.

Based in the Piedmont region of North Carolina, USA since 

2001, Skram is a manufacturer of customizable heirloom 

furnishings at scale for design-driven residential and 

hospitality applications. 

The company has earned a domestic and international 

following for an approach that emphasizes sustainable 

practices, natural materials, and extraordinary workmanship.  

All Skram products are made in their entirety in the 

Company’s solar-powered N.C. facility. 

Skram operates under the creative direction of lead designer 

A. Jacob Marks.
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project spotlight: 
private residence, paris

A stunning residential space, 
featuring a selection of signature 
Skram products.  Shown here is our 
altai dining table and benches in 
walnut with matte black steel, as 
well as L01 armchairs in rift white 
oak, ebonized.  
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project spotlight:  
mordecai, chicago

Working with chicago-based architecture/design firm 
FC Studio, Skram outfitted the new multi-level mordecai 
cocktail bar + restaurant with piedmont collection no. 3 
dining and bar height seating.   
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project spotlight:  
norma kamali, nyc

Skram collaborated with fashion designer Norma Kamali 
for her new brand Normalife.   Altai collection tables and 
benches and saddlestools are featured in the bold re-design 
of the brand’s nyc headquarters.  
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bespoke

our product line is a springboard for 
the imagination of our clients.

customization and the realization of 
bespoke objects is at the core of our 
creative process.
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Merging advanced machining 

technologies and traditional joinery, 

Altai embodies Skram’s model of 

manufacturing, which emphasizes 

heirloom quality at scale.  

Muscular proportions with a delicate 

yet substantial presence–the Altai 

family includes seating, tables, and 

open storage, all customizable to 

suit.  A variety of standard and 

custom timber and metal options 

are available.  Altai furniture is suited 

for a range of public and private 

spaces.  

altai
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BOLOTA is a limited series of 

seating and tables using high-

density cork with blackened 

aluminum, timber, and bronze 

detailing.  A trio of new 

designs–Capture, Quad, and 

Scallop–are added to existing 

Skram cork-centric objects like 

the Corkdrop and Corkbowl 

to form the Bolota line.  Like 

most Skram products, the new 

work is suitable for residential or 

premium contract applications.  

bolota
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Drop Series furniture is 

a focused geometric 

exploration of the drop 

shape.  Drop designs 

are expressed in varied 

materials and adapted to 

an array of uses, but all are 

bound by the use of simple 

but compelling  geometric 

relationships.  

drop
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Piedmont consists of 

seating, tables, and 

storage options unified in 

their negotiation of line 

and their juxtaposition 

of lightness and weight.  

Elegant but substantial, 

Piedmont products embody 

the utilitarian grace that 

distinguishes Skram furniture.    

piedmont
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Skram’s Lineground 

Collection is a grouping of 

solid timber seating, tables 

and storage products 

for residential and luxury 

hospitality settings.

  

Refined and restrained, 

Lineground is a visual 

exploration of balance, 

proportion, and negative 

space–visually striking and 

functionally-tuned.

lineground
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independents
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Skram’s Wishbone Series tables, 

desks, and storage options use 

hand bookmatched hardwood 

veneers, solid timber, and steel.  

Wishbone Series products 

are characterized by bold, 

cantilevered forms and 

approachable refinement.  

wishbone
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lighting
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Skram offers a range of services tailored to a clientele who value the company’s commitment to producing objects that are 
innovative in design, visually restrained, and uncompromising in their quality.  In addition to the sales of standard products at 
standard lead times, the company offers the following services to customers seeking either customization or requiring accelerated 
turnaround times.  

QUICKSHIP--Responding to the needs of customers for whom timing is paramount, Skram maintains limited inventory of select 
items.  In stock items ship within 10 business days of order confirmation.  Available products may be viewed via the ‘Quickship’ 
page of the Skram website or by contacting Skram to request a comprehensive inventory list.  

RUSH ORDER--Similar to the quickship program, Skram’s rush order program permits accelerated lead times and guaranteed 
ship dates for not-in-stock or customized items.  Upcharges apply for this service and are calculated as a percentage of invoiced 
amount relative to required delivery date.    

CUSTOM--Skram views its product line as a springboard for the creative vision of its clients. The company’s product line is 
customizable in material, scale, and configuration beyond the standard options.  Custom services fall into two basic categories:

-ONE OFF/LOW VOLUME:  Skram’s one-off services are available to any firm or individual that would like either to 
modify existing Skram designs or commission the design and fabrication of original custom designs for unique projects 
or applications. 

-CUSTOM CONTRACT:  Skram’s custom contract division was created to serve the needs of firms specializing in high-
profile, large-scale interior architecture projects.  From design to delivery, the company’s contract division is focused on 
ensuring customer satisfaction in both process and product.  Inquiries regarding contract or custom contract projects 
should be directed to contract@skramfurniture.com. 

services & capabilities
selected clients
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visit skramfurniture.com for the complete range.

skram furniture company  

 234 west trade street  |  burlington, north carolina  27217

336 222 6622  |  info@skramfurniture.com


